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For ordinals :, ;, and #, the expression :% (;, #)2 means there is a partition of
the pairs from :, [:]2=20 _ 21 such that for any X:, if the order type of X is
; then [X]2 3 20 and if the order type of X is # then [X]23 21 . It is shown that
if :<|1 is multiplicatively decomposable, then |:% (|:, n)2 for n=4 or n=6,
depending on the degree of decomposability of :.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
For ordinals :, ;, and #, the ordinary partition relation symbol : 
(;, #)2 means that whenever the pairs from : are partitioned into two sets,
[:]2=20 _ 21 , there is a subset X: such that X has order type ; and
[X]220 , or X has order type # and [X]221 . The notation :% (;, #)2
indicates the negation of this statement.
We are concerned here with the particular case of this relation where
;=:<|1 . The classic result for such relations is Ramsey’s theorem:
|  (|, |)2 [9]. For : of arbitrary size, the theorem: If :{|:| then
:% ( |:|+1, |)2 (see [1]), limits positive relations of the form :  (:, #)2
to those where #<|. The countable ordinals for which any such relation
is known, positive or negative, split into two groups:
(1) :  (:, n)2 for all n<|, and
(2) :% (:, 3)2.
Besides |, only two countable ordinals are known to belong to the first
group, called partition ordinals, namely |2 (Specker [10]) and || (Chang
[2], Milner, unpublished, and Larson [7]). The second group (reluctantly
termed anti-partition ordinals by Larson) contains additively decomposable
ordinals, i.e., ordinals that can be written as the sum of two smaller ordinals,
|3 [10], and ordinals which can be pinned to |3. (: can be pinned to ;
if there is a function f : :  ; such that the order type of f "(X) is ; when-
ever the order type of X is :.) These are the ordinals of the form |; where
3;<|1 and ; is additively decomposable (Galvin and Larson [6]).
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This behavior has led to the speculation that all countable ordinals are
either partition ordinals or anti-partition ordinals. A somewhat stronger
conjecture is made in [3, 6]: ||:  (||:, n)2 for all n<| and all :<|1 .
In this paper this stronger conjecture is disproved. In particular we prove:
Theorem 1.1. If :=:0+:1 with :0:1 then ||
:
% (||:, 6)2 and if
:=:0+:1+:2 with :0:1:2 then ||
:
% (||:, 4)2.
A brief outline of the proof follows. In Section 2, sets of sequences, G: ,
that are used to represent |: are discussed. In Section 3, the partitions of
[G:]2, 20 _ 21 and 10 _ 11 , depending on the decomposability of :, are
defined. It is shown that 21 does not contain complete sets of size 6 and
that 11 does not contain complete sets of size 4. In Section 4, ; prefixes and
maximal ; prefixes are defined. These are tools borrowed from an
unpublished paper of Galvin [5] that are particularly useful in dealing
with the order type of lexicographically ordered sets of sequences from |.
In Section 5 these prefixes are used to show that large subsets of G: , i.e.,
sets of order type |:, have pairs in 21 or 11 , again depending on the
decomposability of :. At this point, our theorems are trivial corollaries to
the results of Sections 3 and 5. In Section 6, the theorems are proved and
conjectures as to the nature of other related theorems are made.
Standard set theoretic notation is used, with some convenient abuses as
noted below. The increasing sequences from n into | are denoted by (|)n< ,
all finite increasing sequences from | by (|) <|< . The i th coordinate of a
sequence s # (|) <|< is denoted by either s(i) or s i . A sequence s will some-
times be specified by listing its coordinates: s=(s0 , s1 , ..., sn) . If s # (|)n<
and in, then s  i=(s0 , ..., si&1). For sequences s and p, sp denotes the
concatenation of s and p. The proper initial segment ordering of sequences
is denoted by O . The lexicographic ordering of sequences is denoted by
< lex . For A(|) <|< , opt(A) indicates the order type of (A, < lex). Finite
subsets of | are denoted by [|] <|. If s # [|] <| then there is a unique
s$ # (|) <|< such that the range of s$ is s, namely the sequence s$ such that
s$(i) is the ith least element of s. Because of this we ignore the distinction
between s # [|]<| and s$ # (|) <|< , and talk about, for example, the i th
coordinate of s # [|]<| (properly, the i th least element of s) or subsets
and elements of s # (|) <|< (properly, subsets or elements of the range of s).
2. ORDINAL REPRESENTATIONS
The sets G: used to represent |: are defined in this section by a careful
recursion, with indecomposability playing an important role. A brief
discussion of the various degrees of indecomposability follows.
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A non-zero ordinal is additively indecomposable (AI) if and only if it
can not be written as the sum of two smaller ordinals. Any ordinal :
can be uniquely written as a sum of AI ordinals, :=:0+ } } } +:k with
:0 } } } :k . This sum is referred to as the additive normal form (ANF)
of :. In this case, write :~ =:0+ } } } +:k&1 and :$=:k (or :~ =0 and :$=:
if : is AI). Any AI ordinal has the form :=|; for some ;. Also, if : is AI
and :=;+#, then either #=:, or ;=: and #=0.
An AI ordinal is multiplicatively indecomposable (MI) if and only if it
can not be written as the product of two smaller ordinals. Any AI ordinal
: can be uniquely written as a product of MI ordinals, :=:0 } } } :k with
:0 } } } :k . In this case write : =:0 } } } :k&1 and :^=:k (or : =1 and
:^=: if : is MI). MI ordinals have the form :=|; for some AI ordinal ;.
An MI ordinal : is exponentially indecomposable (EI) if and only if
:=|; for some MI ordinal ;.
To have a well behaved representation of an ordinal : in terms of finite
increasing sequences, some care must be taken in choosing a cofinal
sequence in : for recursion purposes. That is the purpose of the next
definition.
Definition 2.1. For every countable ordinal :>0, define a sequence of
ordinals S(:)=( (:)m | m<|) by:
(i) If : is EI then S(:) is any cofinal sequence in :.
(ii) If :=|; is MI but not EI then S(:)m=|;
 } S(; )m.
(iii) If : is AI but not MI then S(:)m=: } S(:^)m .
(iv) If : is a limit but not AI then S(:)m=:~ +S(:$)m .
(v) If : is a successor then S(:)m=:&1.
One essential property of S(:) is best expressed in terms of mixing of
ordinals.
Definition 2.2 (Larson [8]). Suppose : and ; are AI with MNF
:=:0 } } } :k and ;=;0 } } } ; l . Then : and ; do not mix if and only if :=1
or ;=1 or :k;0 . If the ANF of #=#0+ } } } +#m then : and # do not
mix if and only if : and #i do not mix for each im.
Lemma 2.3. For any countable :>0, the sequence S(:) satisfies:
(i) S(:) is cofinal in :.
(ii) For any #>0, m<| |# } S(:)m|# } :.
(iii) m<| |S(:)m=|:.
(iv) If :>1 is AI, ;>1 is a limit and : and ; do not mix then
S(|: } ;)m=|: } S(;)m.
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Proof. To prove (i), if : is EI or a successor, then S(:) is cofinal in :
by definition. The other cases follow by induction. The additive indecom-
posability of |# } : and the fact that |# } S(:)m<|# } : proves (ii). To prove
(iii), if : is a successor, then m<| |S(:)m=m<| |:&1=|:&1 } |=|:. If
: is a limit, then (iii) follows from (ii) and the fact that S(:) is cofinal
in :. To prove (iv) observe that if ; is AI then
S(|: } ;)m =|: } ;
 } S(; )m
=|: } S(;)m.
Otherwise
S(|: } ;)m =S(|: } ;
 } : } ;$)m
=|: } ; } S(|: } ;$)m
=|: } ; } |: } S(;$)m
=|: } (; +S(;$)m)
=|: } S(;)m. K
A few notational tools will facilitate the definition of G: .
Definition 2.4. (i) For s, p # (|) <|< , write s<<p to mean max s<
min p with max <=&1 and min <=|.
(ii) If G(|) <|< and m<| then G | m=[g # G | (m) <<g].
(iii) If G(|) <|< and s # (|)
<|
< then G(s)=[g # G | sPg].
Lemma 2.5. If G(|) <|< has AI order type, then for any m<|, either
G | m=< or otp(G | m)=otp(G).
Proof. For any m<|, G=(km G((k) )) _ G | m. Thus for some #,
otp(G)=#+otp(G | m). By the additive indecomposability of opt(G),
either #=otp(G) and otp(G | m)=0 or otp(G | m)=otp(G). K
Definition 2.6. For F, E(|) <|< , the concatenation of F and E is the
set FE=[ f e | f # F, e # E and f<<e].
Lemma 2.7. (i) Set concatenation is associative.
(ii) If m<| Sm=S then m<| (SmA)=S A.
(iii) otp(m<| [(m)]Sm)=m<| otp(Sm | m).
The proof is straightforward.
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Definition 2.8. For every countable ordinal :, define G: (|) <|< by
G:={
[<]
.
m<|
[(m)]GS(:)m
if :=0,
otherwise.
Lemma 2.9. For every countable ordinal :, the set G: has the following
properties:
(i) otp(G:)=|:.
(ii) If the ANF of : is :0+ } } } +:k , then G:=G:k
G:0 .
(iii) If sPg # G: then G:(s)=[s]G; and otp(G:(s))=|; for some
;: where ;=: if and only if s=<.
(iv) If : is AI but not MI and otp(G:(s))=|: } ; then : and ; do not
mix.
Proof. To prove part (i), if :=0 then G:=[<] so otp(G:)=
otp([<])=|:. Suppose :>0 and that otp(GS(:)m | m)=otp(GS(:)m)=
|S(:)m for each m<|. Then
otp(G:)= :
m<|
otp(Gs(:)m | m)= :
m<|
|S(:)m=|:.
(ii) It is sufficient to prove that G:=G:$G: , assuming by way of
induction and the associativity of set concatenation, that G:~ +S(:$)m=
GS(:$)m
G:~ for all m<|. With these assumptions
G: = .
m<|
[(m)]GS(:)m
= .
m<|
[(m)]G:~ +S(:$)m
= .
m<|
[(m)](GS(:$)m
G:~ )
= .
m<|
([(m)]GS(:$)m)
G:~
=G:$G:~ .
(iii) If s=< then G:(<)=G:=[<]G: and otp(G:(s))=|:. If
s{< then s=(m) p for some m<| and pPq # GS(:)m . Then
G:(s)=[(m)]GS(:)m( p)
=[(m)]([ p]G;)
=[s]G;
for some ;S(:)m<:. Then otp(G:(s))=otp(G; | max s)=otp(G;)=|;.
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(iv) This follows from the facts that : and :^ do not mix and
;:^. K
3. SMALL SUBSETS OF G:
Any two disjoint sequences, p, q # (|) <|< partition each other into
segments p= p0 } } } pk and q=q0 } } } ql with l=k or l=k&1 and
pi<<qi<<pi+1 for i<k and pk<<qk if l=k. The idea behind our parti-
tions of G: is to split the segments pi and q i into different types, depending
on the order type of G:(s) for sequences s with sPp or sPq whose last
coordinate is in pi or qi . Whether or not this can be done depends on the
degree of multiplicative decomposability of :. If the MNF of : is :0 } } } :k ,
then k+1 different classes of segments can be defined. Only two of these
classes are needed for the first theorem, whereas three are needed for the
second theorem. The definitions of the two partitions depend on how these
different types of segments in the partitioning of p and q intermingle.
The definition of level prefixes specifies the order type of G:(s) that we
are interested in.
Definition 3.1. Suppose : is AI but not MI. Let s # (|) <|< . Then s is
a level prefix in G: if and only if otp(G:(s))=|# where #$=: . If : is not
MI, then t is a sub-level prefix in G: if and only if t=sr where s is a level
prefix in G: and r is a level prefix in G: .
Notice that if s is a level prefix in G: with otp(G:(s))=|# then
G:(s)=[s]G: G#~ .
Definition 3.2. Suppose : is AI but not MI. Let g # G: . Then g i # g is
a box coordinate of g if and only if g  (i=1)= g or g  (i+1) is a level
prefix in G: . If : is not MI, then gi is a triangle coordinate of g if and only
if g  (i+1) is a sub-level prefix in G: .
Definition 3.3. Suppose : is AI but not MI. Define a partition [G:]2
=20 _ 21 by [a, b] # 21 if and only if a=A0A1A2A3 and b=
B0B1B2 with
(i) A0<<B0<<A1<<B1<<A2<<B2<<A3 ,
(ii) A0 and A3 contain box coordinates of a, A1 and A2 do not,
(iii) A1 and A2 are not empty, and
(iv) B0 , B1 , and B2 all contain box coordinates of b.
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Lemma 3.4. If [a0 , a1 , ..., ak] is a complete set in 21 , then k<5.
Proof. From the definition of 21 the following facts are clear. For
0 j<ik:
(a) No box coordinates of aj are between any two coordinates of ai .
(b) Between any two coordinates of aj there are either no coor-
dinates of ai or there are box coordinates of ai .
For i<k, suppose ai+1 partitions ai as a0i
a1i
a2i
a3i . Let b
0
i be the
largest box coordinate of ai in a0i and let b
1
i be the smallest box coordinate
of ai in a3i . For jk, let A
i
j (<)=[a # aj | ab
0
i ], A
i
j (>)=[a # aj | ab
1
i ]
and A ij=[a # aj | b
0
i <a<b
1
i ]. Then:
(c) aj=A ij (<)
A ij
A ij (>).
(d) If 0i<l<k then b0i <b
0
l <b
1
l <b
1
i . If 0i<lk then A
i
l=al .
By the definition of 21 , a0i <<ai+1<<a
3
i . But b
0
i # a
0
i and b
1
i # a
3
i so
Aii+1=ai+1 . Since b
0
i+1<b
1
i+1 and b
0
i+1 , b
1
i+1 # a i+1 , b
0
i <b
0
i+1<b
1
i+1<
b1i . The general claim follows by induction.
(e) If 0 ji<k then A ij {<, but A
i
j does not contain box coor-
dinates of aj . For j<i, A ij does not contain box coordinates of aj by claim
(a). If j=i then A ij does not contain box coordinates of aj by the defi-
nition of b0i , b
1
i and 21 . If A
i
j=<, then A
i
j(<)<<ak<<A
i
j (>) with
Aij (<)
A ij (>)=a j , contradicting the fact that [a j , ak] # 21 .
(f) If 0 j<i<lk then there are non-empty B ij
C ij=A
i
j and a box
coordinate b of al such that B ij<<(b)<<C
i
j . Otherwise, by claim (b),
al=blcl with one of b l and cl possibly empty and A ij (<)<<(b
0
i )<<
bl<<Aij<<cl<<(b
1
i )<<A
i
j (>), contradicting the fact that [aj , a l] # 21 .
(g) If 0 j<i<k then for any l<k, A ij A
j
l . This follows from the
definitions of A il and A
j
l and the fact that b
0
j <b
0
i <b
1
i <b
1
j .
(h) If 0 j<i<l<k then either A lj<<A
l
i or A
l
i<<A
l
j . No coordinate
of A li is between two coordinates of A
l
j by claims (b) and (e). If a # A
l
j and
b, c # A li with b<a<c then a # A
l&1
j and b, c # A
l&1
i . But then for any
d # A l&1j , b<d<c, again by claims (b) and (e). Thus (b)<<A
l&1
j <<(c).
But then by claim (f), there is a box coordinate d of al such that
b0l <b<d<c<b
1
l , contradicting claim (e).
Now suppose by way of contradiction that k5. By claim (h), there is a
permutation (i0 , i1 , i2) of (0, 1, 2) such that (b03)<<A
3
i0
<<A3i1<<A
3
i2
<<
(b13) . By claims (e) and (g), A
4
i0
and A4i2 are non-empty subsets of A
3
i0
and
A3i2 respectively, so b
0
4<max A
3
i0
and min A3i2<b
1
4 . Thus (b
0
4)<<A
3
i1
<<(b14) . By claim (f), there are non-empty B
3
i2
and C 3i2 with A
3
i2
=B3i2
C 3i2 ,
and a box coordinate b of a4 such that B2i2<<(b) <<C
3
i2
. However,
b04<b<b
1
4 and b # A
4
4 , which contradicts claim (e) and proves the lemma. K
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Definition 3.5. If : is AI and : is not MI, define a partition [G:]2=
10 _ 11 by [a, b] # 11 if and only if a=A0A1A2A3AA4 and b=
B0B1B2B3 with
(i) A0<<B0<<A1<<B1<<A2<<B2<<A3<<B3<<A4 ,
(ii) A0 and A4 contain box coordinates of a, A1 , A2 and A3 do not
contain box coordinates of a,
(iii) A2 contains triangle coordinates of a, A1 and A3 do not contain
triangle coordinates of a,
(iv) A1 and A3 are not empty,
(v) B0 , B1 , B2 and B3 all contain box coordinates of b.
Lemma 3.6. If [a0 , ..., ak] is a complete set in 11 , then k<3.
Proof. From the definition of 11 , the following facts are clear. For
0 j<ik:
(a) No box coordinate of aj is between any two coordinates of ai .
(b) Between any two coordinates of aj there are either no coor-
dinates of ai or there are box coordinates of ai .
For 0i<k, suppose ai+1 partitions ai as a0i
a1i
a2i
a4i . Let b
0
i be the
largest box coordinate of ai in a0i and let b
1
i be the smallest bow coordinate
of ai in a4i . Let A
i
j=[a # aj | b
0
i <a<b
1
i ]. Then
(c) If 0i<lk then A il=al . This is because a
0
i <<ai+1<<a
4
i and
the facts that b0i # a
0
i and b
1
i # a
4
i . The general result follows by induction.
(d) If 0 ji<lk and al partitions aj as d 0j
d1j
d2j
d3j
d4j , then
d1j
d2j
d3j A
i
j . In particular, A
i
j contains a triangle coordinate of aj . If aj
partitions al as d 0l
d1l
d2l
d3l , then (b
0
i )<<d
0
l <<d
1
j
d2j
d3j <<d
3
l <<(b
1
i ) .
Referring to the definitions of A ij , and the fact that d
2
j contains a triangle
coordinate of aj finishes the proof.
(e) If 0 ji<k then A ij does not contain box coordinates of aj . If
j<i, then A ij does not contain box coordinates of aj by claim (a). If j=i,
then A ii does not contain box coordinates of ai by the definitions of b
0
i , b
1
i
and 11 .
(f) If 0 j<i<k then there are sets BiCi=ai such that
Bi<<A ij<<Ci . By claim (e), A
i
i does not contain box coordinates of ai , so
by claim (b), no coordinate a of ai satisfies min A ij<a<max A
i
j .
(g) If 0 j<i<l<k then min A ij<b
0
l <b
1
l <max A
i
j . Suppose a l
and aj partition each other as aj=d 0j
d1j
d2j
d3j
d4j and al=d
0
l
d1l
d2l
d3l
with d 0j <<d
0
l <<d
1
j <<d
1
l <<d
1
j <<d
2
l <<d
3
j <<d
3
l <<d
4
j . For A
l
j to have
triangle coordinates of aj , b0l # d
0
l
d1l and b
1
l # d
2
l
d2l . But then for A
l
l to
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avoid box coordinates of al , b0l # d
1
l and b
1
l # d
2
l . The fact that d
1
j
d2j
d3j 
Aij finishes the proof.
Suppose by way of contradiction that k3. Combining claims (f), (g), and
(c), there are sets B1C1=a1 such that B1<<(min A10) <<(b
0
2) <<a3<<
(b12) <<(max A
1
0)<<C1 , contradicting [a1 , a3) # 11 and thus proving
the lemma. K
4. GOOD SETS AND PREFIXES
In this section, prefixes and good sets, concepts from an unpublished
paper of Galvin [5], are introduced. As noted before, a disjoint pair of
sequences a, b # (|) <|< partition each other into segments a=a0
 } } } an
and b=b0 } } } bk with k=n&1 or k=n and a0<<b0<<a1<< } } } <<
ak<<bk (<<an if k=n&1). In [5] it is shown that if G is a good set and
WG has order type || then for any 1<m<|, there is a pair a, b # W
that partition each other as above with n+k=m. The existence of maximal
prefixes for good sets and basic properties of maximal prefixes are the basis
of the process used to construct the pair a, b. This same process is used in
Section 5 to show that under the appropriate conditions on :, a set WG:
of order type |: has a pair in 21 or 11 .
Definition 4.1 (Galvin). If W(|) <|< , s # (|)
<|
< and ; is an ordinal,
then:
(i) The sequence s is a ; prefix for W if and only if otp(W(s))=;.
The sequence s is a <; prefix for W if and only if otp(W(s))<;. Similarly
define >; prefixes and ; prefixes.
(ii) The sequence s is a maximal ; prefix for W if and only if s is a
; prefix for W and for all k<|, s(k) is a <; prefix for W.
Lemma 4.2 (Galvin). Suppose W(|) <|< and that s is a maximal ;
prefix for W. Then:
(i) If ; is not AI with ANF ;=;0+ } } } +;k , then there is an n<|
such that s(n) is a ;0 prefix for W.
(ii) If ; is AI then for every AI ordinal #<; and every m<|, there
is an n>m such that s(n) is a# prefix for W.
Proof. (i) If s(n) is a <;0 prefix for W for all n<|, then
;0<;=otp(W(s))= :
n<|
otp(W(s(n) ));0 .
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(ii) Let #<; be AI and suppose that otp(W(s(n) ))<# for all
n>m. Let $=max[otp(W(s( <) )) | xm]. Then $<; because s is a
maximal ; prefix for W and
otp(W(s))= :
xm
otp(W(s(x) ))+ :
x>m
otp(W(s(x) ))
$ } (m+1)+#<;. K
Definition 4.3 (Galvin). A set G(|) <|< is good if and only if for any
infinite sequence X=(xn | n<|) from |, there is a k<| such that X  k
is not an initial segment of any element of G.
Lemma 4.4. For any :<|1 , the set G: is good.
Proof. If X is an infinite sequence from | and for each k<|, X  kP
g # G: then there is a descending sequence of ordinals :=:0> } } } >
:n> } } } such that G:(X  k)=[X  k]G:k for each k<|. K
Lemma 4.5 (Galvin). Suppose G(|) <|< is good. If ; is AI and s is a
; prefix for G, then there is a maximal ; prefix p for G which extends s.
Proof. If ;=1, then any p # G extending s is a maximal 1 prefix for G.
If ;>1, construct a sequence S=(s0 , ..., sn) from (|) <|< by setting s0=s
and sk+1=sk(xk) for some xk such that sk(xk) is a ; prefix for G.
The sequence S is finite, since otherwise, X=s(xk | k<|) is an infinite
sequence such that for any k<|, X  k is a ; prefix for G, contradicting
the fact that G is good. The last coordinate of S, sn , is a maximal # prefix
for G, where #=otp(G(sn));. If #>; then by Lemma 4.2, there is an
m<| such that sn(m) is a ; prefix for G, contradicting the fact that
sn is the last coordinate of S. K
One consequence of Lemmas 4.2 and 4.5 is that if s is a maximal |;+1
prefix for some good set G(|) <|< , then there is an | type set of maximal
|; prefixes for G extending s: Lemma 4.2 implies that there is an infinite
X| such that for each x # X, s(x) is a |; prefix for G, and by
Lemma 4.5 each of these can be extended to a maximal |; prefix for G.
The next lemma generalizes this idea.
Definition 4.6. Let W(|) <|< , s # (|)
<|
< and let ; be an ordinal.
Then W(;, s)=[ p # (|) <|< | sPp and p is a maximal ; prefix for W].
Lemma 4.7. Suppose G(|) <|< is good. Let : and # be AI and let s be
a maximal (: } #) prefix for G. Then otp(G(:, s))=#.
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Proof. Certainly otp(G(:, s))#, since otherwise : } #<: } otp(G(:, s))
otp(G(s)). Suppose #=|;. If ;=0 then #=1 and otp(g(:, s))=
otp([s])=1. Suppose ;>0 and that otp(G(:, p))=|$ whenever p is a
maximal (: } |$) prefix for G for some $<;. If ; is a successor, then
g(: } |;&1, s) has order type |, and by induction, otp(g(:, p))=|;&1 for
each p # G(: } |;&1, s). Thus
otp(G(:, s))otp \ :p # G(: } | ;&1, s) G(:, p)+=|
;&1 } |.
If ; is a limit, then for any $<; there is maximal (: } |$) prefix p for G
extending s. But then for any $<;, otp(G(:, s))otp(G(:, p))=|$, so
otp(G(:, s))sup$<; |$=|;. K
5. LARGE SUBSETS OF G:
In this section we show that if : is AI but not MI, then any WG: with
otp(W)=|: has pairs in 21 . If in addition, : is not MI, then W also has
pairs in 11 . The main tools used in the proof are (k, n) sets which are
relatively small (with order type <||), but well situated subsets of G: . As
in Galvin’s paper, (k, n) sets allow us to construct pairs from sufficiently
large subsets of G: whose mutual partitioning yields a predetermined num-
ber of segments, but with additional control over which segments have bow
or triangle coordinates and which segments do not.
Throughout this section, assume : is AI but not MI. Any additional
assumptions on : will be explicitly stated.
Levels of a set WG: and estimates on the size of those levels as
compared to the size of W play an important role in proving the existence
of (k, n) sets.
Definition 5.1. Suppose q is a level prefix for G: and let WG: . The
level of W prefixed by q is the set L(W, q)=[ p # G: | W(qp){<]. LG:
is a level of W if L=L(W, q) for some level prefix q in G: . If s is a sub-level
prefix for G: then the sub-level of W prefixed by s is the set SL(W, s)=
[a # G: | W(sa){<]. SG: is a sub-level of W if S=SL(W, s) for some
sub-level prefix s in G: .
Definition 5.2. Suppose s # (|) <|< and WG: . Then s terminates in
the level L(W, q) if and only if there is an a # L(W, q) such that qOsO
qa. The sequence s terminates in the sub-level of Sl(W, p) of W if and
only if there is a b # SL(W, p) such that pOsOpb.
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Lemma 5.3. If s terminates in a level of G: then s is not a level prefix
in G: .
Proof. Suppose q is a level prefix in G: , a # L(G: , q) and qOsOqa.
Then G:(q)=[q]G# for some # with #$=: . If s=qb, then G: (b)=
[b]G; for some ;<: so G:(s)=[s]G$ with $ =#~ and $$=;<: . K
For sOpPg # G: , it is easy to determine if s or p contain box or tri-
angle coordinates of g when s and p both terminate in some level or some
sub-level of G: .
Lemma 5.4. Suppose s1s2 Pg # G: . Then
(i) If s1 terminates in some level of G: then s1 contains a box coor-
dinate of g.
(ii) If s1s2= g and s2 {< then s2 contains a box coordinate of g.
(iii) If s1 and s2s2 terminate in different levels of G: then s2 contains
a box coordinate of g.
(iv) If s1 and s1s2 terminate in the same level of G: then s2 does not
contain a box coordinate of g.
If in addition : is not MI, then
(v) If s1 and s1s2 terminate in the same level but in different sub-
levels of G: then s2 contains a triangle coordinate of g.
(vi) If s1 and s1s2 terminate in the same sub-level of G: then s2 does
not contain a triangle coordinate of g.
Proof. (i) If s1 terminates in the level L(G: , q), then qOs1 .
(ii) If s2 {< and s1s2= g then the last coordinate of g is in s2 and
is a box coordinate of g.
(iii) Suppose qOs1s2 Oqa for some level prefix q in G: and some
a # L(G: , q). Then s1 Oq because s1 and s1s2 terminate in different levels.
(iv) Suppose qOs1 Os1s2 Oqa for some level prefix q and some
a # L(G: , q). If s1 OpPs1s2 then p terminates in the level L(G: , q) so is
not a level prefix in G: by Lemma 5.3.
(v) and (vi) Suppose qOs1 Os1s2 Oqa for some level prefix q and
some a # L(G: , q). Let s1=qb. Then bObs2 Oa # G: . If gi # a is a tri-
angle coordinate of g, then gi is a box coordinate of a. Any box coordinate
of a except the last coordinate of a is a triangle coordinate of g. The proof
is finished by observing that b and bs2 terminate in the same level of
G: if and only if s1 and s1s2 terminate in the same sublevel of G: and
applying parts (iii) and (iv) of this lemma. K
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Lemma 5.5. If s is a|: } n prefix for WG: and s terminates in the
level L(W, q), then for any #<: , there is an a # L(W, q) such that sOqa
and otp(W(qa))|: } (n&1)+#.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that for every a # L(W, q) with sOqa,
otp(W(qa))<|: } (n&1)+#. Write s=qb. Then otp(L(G: , q)(b))=|; for
some ;<: . But then
|: } notp(W(s))= :
bOa # L(W, q)
otp(W(qa))|: } (n&1)+# } |;
contradicting the additive indecomposability of : . K
Lemma 5.6. Suppose WG: and that every level of W has order type
|$. If s # (|) <|< and otp(G:(s))=|
: } ; then otp(W(s))|$ } ;.
Proof. If ;=0 then s # G: so otp(W(s))=1=|$ } 0. If ; is a successor,
then s is a level prefix in G: and for every p # L(W, s), otp(G:(sp))=
|: } (;&1). Thus otp(W(s))=p # L(W, s) otp(W(sp))|$ } (;&1) } |$=|$ } ;.
If ; is a limit, then because : and ; do not mix, for any m<|,
otp(G:(s(m) )) = |: } S (;)m so otp( W(s)) = m < | otp(W (s(m) ) ) 
m<| |$ } S(;)m|$ } ;. K
Corollary 5.7. If WG:((m) ) and otp(W)>|# then for any $ such
that $ } S(:^)m<#, there is a level of W of order type >|$.
Proof. Observe that otp(G:((m) ))=|: } S(:^)m. If every level of W has
order type |$, then otp(W)=otp(W((m) ))|$ } S(:^)m<|#. K
Definition 5.8. Let 0<#: . Define (#, n) sets in G: by recursion on
positive n<|: a set WG: is a (#, n) set in G: if there is some level prefix
q, called the special level prefix for W such that:
(i) W=W(q),
(ii) q is a non-maximal |# } n prefix for W,
(iii) otp(L(W, q))=|# and
(iv) for each a # L(W, q), W(qa) is a singleton if n=1 and a
(#, n&1) set in G: if n>1.
Lemma 5.9. Suppose WG:((m) ) and that otp(W)|: } n+= where
=: and 0<n<|. Further suppose $ is such that $ } S(: )m<=. Then there
is a set UW and a level prefix q such that U=U(q), otp(L(U, q))>|$
and for all a # L(U, q), otp(U(qq))|: } (n&1)+=.
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Proof. Let s be a maximal |: } n+= prefix for W. Extend each p #
W(|: } n, s) to an element w( p) of W in such a way that if p terminates in
the level L(W, r), then pOraOw( p) for some a # L(W, r) with
otp(W(ra))|: } (n&1)+=. Let V be the set of all such w( p). Then every
w # V has some p # W(|: } n, s) as an initial segment and every
p # W(|: } n, s) is a 1 prefix for V. Thus otp(V)=|= by Lemma 4.7. Use
Corollary 5.7 to pick a level L(V, q) of order type >|$. For each
a # L(V, q) there is a p # W(|: } n, s) such that qOpOqa or qaPp. In
either case, qa is a |: } (n&1)+= prefix for W. Thus U=a # L(V, q) W(qa)
is the desired set. K
Corollary 5.10. Let 0<n<|. Suppose WG: and otp(W)>|: } n.
Then W contains a ($, n) set for any $ with 0<$<: .
Proof. Fix $ with 0<$<: . Then d<: } # for some #<:k&1 . Let m<|
be such that otp(W((m) ))|: } n. Let ==$ } S(:^)m .
By the arithmetic of ordinals, if ; is AI but not MI, ’<; and %<; , then
’ } %<; . Thus =<: and otp(W((m) ))|: } (n&1)+=. Consequently, to
prove the lemma it is sufficient to prove the following by induction on
pn: If p>0, XG:((m) ) and otp(X)|: } ( p&1)+=, then X contains a
($, p) set.
Given X, let s be a maximal |: } ( p&1)+= prefix for X. If p=1, let U=X(s)
and use Corollary 5.7 to pick a level L(U, q) with order type >|$. If p>1,
use Lemma 5.9 to find a set UX and a level prefix q so that U=U(q),
otp(L(U, q))>|$ and for all a # L(U, q), otp(U(qa))|: } ( p&2)+=.
Let (l) be a |$ prefix for L(U, q). Choose AL(U, q)((l) ) with
otp(A)=|$. In the basis case of p=1, extending each element of [q]A
to an element of U yields the desired set. If p>1, for each a # A, use the
induction hypothesis to choose a ($, p&1) set Va U(qa). Then a # A Va
is the desired set. K
Corollary 5.11. Let 0< j, k, n<| and let WG: with otp(W)>
|: } n. If : is not MI then there is a ( j } k, n) set XW such that if L is a
level of X with otp(L)=| j } k then L is a ( j, k) set in G: .
Proof. Proof is by induction on p for 0<pn. Given WG: with
otp(W)>|: } p, note that : } k+1<: . Use Corollary 5.10 to find UW, a
(: } k+1, p) set in G: . Let q be the special level prefix for U. Note that j<:
and that L(U, q)G: with otp(L(U, q))>|:
 } k. Use Corollary 5.10 to find
Vq L(U, q), a ( j, k) set in G: .
In the basis case of p=1, extending each element of [q]Vq to an ele-
ment of U yields the desired set. If p>1, for each a # Vq , use the induction
hypothesis to choose Va U(qa), a ( j } k, p&1) set in G: satisfying the
condition of the lemma. Then a # Vq [q
a]Va is the desired set. K
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Lemma 5.12. Suppose W is a (k, n) set in G: . Suppose k } (r&1)<l
k } r for some rn and let s be a maximal |l prefix for W. Then s terminates
in a level L(W, q) of W with otp(W(q))=|k } r.
Proof. Let sOw # W. Let q be the special level prefix for W and let
a # L(W, q) such that qaOw. Then q is a non-maximal |k&n prefix for W
and qa is an |k } (n&1) prefix for W. If n>1, then qa, being an initial
segment of the special level prefix for the (k, n&1) set W(qa), is a non-
maximal prefix for W. So if k } (n&1)<lk } n (as is the case if n=1) then
s terminates in the level L(W, q). If lk } (n&1), then qaOs and s is a
maximal |l prefix for the (k, n&1) set W(qa). An induction argument
then finishes the proof. K
Lemma 5.13. Let W be a (k, n) set in G: . Let s be a maximal |l1 prefix
for W and let p be a maximal |l2 prefix for W with sOp and l2>0. Then
s and p terminate in the same level of W if and only if there is an rn such
that k } (r&1)<l2<l1k } r.
In addition suppose : is not MI and that every non-trivial level of W is a
( j, i) set in G: (with j } i=k). Suppose s and p terminate in the same level of
W with k } (r&1)<l2<l1k } r. Then s and p terminate in the same sub-
level of W if and only if there is a ti such that k } (r&1)+ j } (t&1)<l2<
l1k } (r&1)+ j } t.
Proof. Let q be a level prefix in G: such that otp(W(q))=|k } r and for
some a # L(W, q), qOpOqa. Then either sOq or qOsOpOqa. In the
first case, s and p terminate in different levels of W and l2k } r<l1 . In the
second case, s and p terminate in the same level of W and k } (r&1)<l2<
l1k } r.
If : is not MI and s and p both terminate in the level L(W, q) with
k } (r&1)<l2<l1k } r, let s=qs1 and p=qp1 . Then s1 is a maximal
| j1 prefix for L(W, q) and p1 is a maximal | j2 prefix for L(W, q) with
ji=l1&k } (r&1). Applying the first part of this lemma to s1 and p1 yields
the fact that s1 and p1 terminate in the same level of L(W, q) if and only
if there is a ti such that j } (t&1)< j2< j1 j } t. But s and p terminate
in the same sublevel of W if and only if s1 and p1 terminate in the same
level of L(W, q). K
Lemma 5.14. Suppose WG: has order type |:. Then there is a pair
[a, b] from W in 21 .
Proof. Pick m1 such that (m1) is a >|: prefix for W and let W1 be
a (3, 1) subset of W((m1) ). Let A0 be a maximal |3 prefix for W1 . Pick
m2 such that A0<<(m2) is a >|: } 2 prefix for W. Let W2 be a (1, 2)
subset of W((m2) ) and let B0 be a maximal |2 prefix for W2 . Using
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Lemmas 4.2 and 4.5, alternatively choose non-empty A1 , B1 , A2 , B2 and
A3 so that:
(i) A0<<B0<<A1<<B1<<A2<<B2<<A3 ,
(ii) A0 } } } A i is a maximal |3&1 prefix for W1 for 0i3, and
(iii) B0 } } } B i is a maximal |2&i prefix for W2 for 0i2.
Let a=A0A1A2A3 and let b=B0B1B2 .
By Lemma 5.13, A0 , A0A1 , and A0A1A2 all terminate in the same
level. Thus by Lemma 5.4(iv), A1 and A2 do not contain box coordinates
of a. By Lemmas 5.4(i) and 5.4(ii), A0 and A3 do contain box coordinates
of a.
By Lemma 5.13, B0 and B0B1 terminate in different levels. Thus by
Lemma 5.4(iii), B1 contains box coordinates of b. By Lemmas 5.4(i) and
5.4(ii), B0 and B2 also contain box coordinates of b. Thus [a, b] # 21 . K
Lemma 5.15. Suppose : in not MI and that WG: has order type |:.
Then there is a pair [a, b] from W in 11 .
Proof. Pick m1 such that (m1) is a >|: prefix for W and let W1 be
a (4, 1) subset of W((m1) ) such that the non-trivial level of W1 is a (2, 2)
subset of G: . Let A0 be a maximal |4 prefix for W1 . Pick m2 such that
A0<<(m2) is a >|: } 3 prefix for W. Let W2 be a (1, 3) subset of
W((m2) ) and let B0 be a maximal |3 prefix for W2 . Using Lemmas 4.2
and 4.5, alternatively choose non-empty A1 , B1 , A2 , B2 , A2 , A3 , B3 and A4
so that:
(i) A0<<B0<<A1<<B1<<A2<<B2<<A3<<B3<<A4 ,
(ii) A0 } } } A i is a maximal |4&i prefix for W1 for 0i4, and
(iii) B0 } } } B i is a maximal |3&1 prefix for W2 for 0i3.
Let a=A0A1A2A3AA4 and let b=B0B1B2B3 .
By Lemma 5.13, A0 , A0A1 , A0A1A2 , and A0A1A2A3 all terminate
in the same level. Thus by Lemma 5.4(iv), A1 , A2 , and A3 do not contain
box coordinates of a. By Lemmas 5.4(i) and 5.4(ii), A0 and A3 do contain
box coordinates of a. By Lemma 5.13, A0A1 and A0A1A2 terminate at
different sub-levels, so by Lemma 5.4(v), A2 contains a triangle coordinate
of a. Finally, by Lemma 5.13, A0 and A0A1 terminate at the same sub-
level as do A0A1A2 and A0A1A2A3 , so by Lemma 5.4(vi), A1 and
A3 do not contain triangle coordinates of a.
By Lemma 5.13, B0 , B0B1 and B0B1B2 terminate in different levels.
Thus by Lemma 5.4(iii), B1 and B2 contain box coordinates of b. By
Lemmas 5.4(i) and 5.4(ii), B0 and B2 also contain box coordinates of b.
Thus [a, b] # 11 . K
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6. THE THEOREM PROVED AND SPECULATION
ABOUT OTHERS
Theorem 6.1. If :<|1 is AI but not MI then |:% (|:, 6)2. If in
addition : is not MI then |:% (|:, 4)2.
Proof. If : is AI but not MI, then the partition [G:]2=20 _ 21 is
defined. If : is MI then the partition [G:]2=10 _ 11 is defined. By
Lemma 3.4, 21 does not contain complete sets of size 6. By Lemma 3.6, 11
does not contain complete sets of size 4. If W/G: has order type |:, then
by Lemma 5.14, if : is MI then W contains a pair in 21 . If : is MI, then
by Lemma 5.15, W has a pair in 11 . K
In terms of our original discussion of the partition relations :  (;, #)2,
what has been shown is that any countable ordinal of the form |: where
: is AI but not MI is not a partition ordinal. Other recent results extend
the class of such ordinals and also show there are ordinals which are
neither partition nor anti-partition ordinals. A chronologically ordered list
of these recent results follows.
Theorem 6.2 (Darby). ||2  (|| 2, 3)2.
Theorem 6.3 (Schipperus). ||:  (||:, 3)2 if : is AI or the ANF of :
is :=:0+:1 .
Theorem 6.4 (Schipperus). ||: % (|| :, 3)3 if the ANF of : is :=
:0+ } } } +:k with k3.
Theorem 6.5 (Larson). ||: % (|| :, 5)2 if the ANF of : is :=:0+:1 .
Theorem 6.6 (Larson). || 2  (||2, 4)2.
Theorem 6.7 (Darby). |||
:
% (|| |
:
, k)2 if : is a successor ordinal and
k  (4)3232 .
Theorem 6.2 combined with the results of this paper exhibit ||2 as an
ordinal which is neither a partition ordinal nor an anti-partition ordinal.
Schipperus’ results show that ordinals ||: where : is AI or has ANF
:=:0+:1 are included in this class. His results also establish ordinals ||
:
where : has ANF :=:0+ } } } +:k with k>3 as anti-partition ordinals.
There are still many unanswered questions concerning partition relations
for countable ordinals. For : that is not AI, there are two cases that are
not completely resolved. If : has ANF :=:0+:1 does ||
:
 (|| :, 4)2? As
Larson shows in Theorem 6.6 the answer is yes if :=2. The other case is
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where : has ANF :=:0+:1+:2 . In this case does ||
:
 (||:, 3)2 or is
|| : an anti-partition ordinal? It may be that the methods used in
Theorem 6.3 and Theorem 6.6 can be combined to give the following.
Conjecture 6.8. If : has ANF :=:0+:1 then ||
:
 (|| :, 4)2.
Conjecture 6.9. If : has ANF :=:0+:1+:2 then ||
:
 (||:, 3)2.
For AI :, there is work to be done refining and extending the results of
Theorem 6.7. In Theorem 6.7 the value of k used to obtain the negative
relation is rather large. I suspect that a negative relation holds for such :
for some k<10. The existence of other negative relations may be related to
the tower structure of :. That is, let T0=[1] _ [: | : is not AI]. For
: # T0 , let T0(:)=: and for 0<n<| let Tn(:)=|Tn&1 (:). If k(n, :)=
min[k | Tn(:)% (Tn(:), k)2] then:
Conjecture 6.10. If : # T0 and n3 then k(n, :) exists and increases
with n.
Even if true, the above speculation leaves open the question of whether
there are partition ordinals other than |, |2 and ||. The field of
candidates would however be reduced to : such that :=|:, i.e., the epsilon
numbers. What seems most likely at this point is the following.
Conjecture 6.11. A countable ordinal :>|| is a partition ordinal if
and only if :=|:.
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